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Abstract: Frequentist and Bayesian inference methods are explored for a spherical 
regression model on s3 with Fisher distributed errors. The regression relationship is 
described by a rotation matrix. Using a group homomorphism from the group of 
quaternions with norm 1, the rotation group in three dimensions can be parametrized 
quadratically in terms of points on the unit sphere s4 in R4• Using this 
parametrization. the likelihood function for the model is proportional to a Bingham 
density on s4• Approximations based on the Bingham distribution are used to compute 
the distribution of a function of the maximum likelihood estimator of the unknown 
rotation when the sample size and the error concentration parameter are moderate. 
This is used to find a confidence region for the unknown rotation in the case when 
the error concentration parameter is known. Moreover, the Bingham distributions on 
s4 constitute a self-·conjugate family of Bayesian priors for the spherical regession 
model. Methods for specifying a Bingham prior that suitably reflects non-diffuse 
prior information are presented. 
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Chang (1986) considered problems concerning large sample asymptotic inference 
for certain regression models on the surface sP of the unit sphere in p-dimensional 
Euclidean space RP. Specifically he studied the following model: 
{vi}l~i.~n are random points independently distributed on sP with 
distributions M(A0ui .K) where {ui }1 ~i~n are fixed points on sP 
and Ao E SO(p). 
M(jl,K) is the Fisher distribution with modal vector j1 and concentration parameter 
K, and SO(p) is the group of orthogonal p by p matrices with determinant 1 (rotation 
group). Thus v can be considered to be a dependent variable with expected location 
determined by independent variable u with Fisher distributed ·errors: We develop 
below inference concerning Ao for the case p = 3 which has validity for moderate 
size samples with moderate K. Results for both classical and Bayes approaches are 
derived using the same mathematical techniques. 
For A e SO(p) define the correlation-I ike quantity 
where 
U = Cu, •.••• unl. V = [v1 , ••• ,vnl. 
and define rso(p) = supAeSO(pfCA). Then it is known that 2nK{rso(p)- r(A0)} is 
asymptotically distributed as " 2(p(p-1}/2) as either n-+ oo (Chang 1986) or K -+ oo 
(Rivest 1989). 
The 1 ikel ihood function under the above distributional assumptions is 
When p = 3, F3(K) = (sinh K)/K. 
§1 Parametrizing S0(3) 
To make useful statistical inference concerning rotation matrices, a tractable 
and comprehensible parametrization of SO(p) is required. For the case p = 3, any 
rotation in the 3-dimensional manifold S0(3) can be represented as a rotation of a 
sphere by '}I e [0,TC] radians around a pole determined by a unit vector u = [u1, u2, u3]t 
E s3, and this corresponds closely with what is of interest in our intended 
applications. If A e SO(p) then it is well known (Muirhead 1982, Theorem A9. 1 1) 
that A = exp(S), where S is a p by p skew-symmetric (St= - S). When p = 3 and A ts 
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a rotation of \JI radians around unit vector u this takes the form 
A = exp{y,U) = 13 • siny,U • ( 1 - cosy,)LP, 
where 
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This is a mapping x ~ Rl(x) = exp(X), X = 11 x II U, from the solid sphere {x Ix = \jiu, 
utS3, 0.:5.\jl.:5.TC} onto SO(3). Alternatively, let a0 = cos(\jl/2), b = sin(\jl/2)u and a = 
t [a0 ,b] , then 
B = sin(\jl/2) U e 
BX=b®X 
where the cross product 
is a vector orthogonal to b and x with ub ® xn 2 = 11b11 211x11 2 - (btx)2• Since nan 2 a 
a ta = cos2(\jl/2) • sin2(\jl/2) 11 un 2 = 1. p is a mapping from s4 onto SO(3). Since p(-a) 
= p(a), the mapping is two to one. Alternatively, p can be viewed as a mapping of 
the 3 dimensional projective plane onto SO(3). This is a classical result of Cayley 
and Klein (Goldstein (1950)). The importance of this result to us is that linear 
functions of the elements of A E SO(3) are expressible as quadratic forms on S4• 
Euclidean 4-space R4 can be identified with the non-commutative algebra of 
quaternions, 
where the "imaginaries" i, j, and k satisfy i 2 = j 2 = k2 :: - 1. ix j = -jxi = k, ixk = 
-kxi = -j, jxk = -kx j = i. Defining the conjugate a= ao - a, i - a2j - a;sk, we have 
11 au 2 = axi = ixa. We can view (5) as defining a 2 to 1 mapping i ~ p(i) = p(a) of 
the surface of the unit quaternion ball onto SO(3). Moreover, it can be shown that 
the mapping preserves quaternion multiplication and transforms conjugates into 
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transposes, t.e., 
p(a, xi2) = p(a, )p(a2) and p(a} : p(i) t : p(i)- f. 
Quaternion multiplication can be expressed as 
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This provides a concise summary of the operation of the product of two rotation 
matrices A1 = p(a,) and -~2 = p(i2), ii = cos(Y,/2) + sin(Y,i/2)ui i = 1.2, i.e., A1A2 
represents a rotation of y, radians about pole v = nw u-1 w. where 
and 
w = sin(y,1 /2)cos(Y,2/2)u1 • cos(y,1 /2)sin(Y,2/2)u2 • 
sin(y,1 /2)sin(Y,2/2)(u, 0u2). 
Since S4 considered as unit quaternions constitutes a group under multiplication, 
the mapping i ... p(i) is a group homomorphism. Invariant (Euclidean) surface 
measure on s4 is invariant under quaternion multiplication, and hence corresponds to 
Haar measure on SO(3). Under this mapping, a pure quaternion b = b1 i • b2j • b3k 
with nbn 2 = 1 maps into the orthogonal matrix p(6) = 2bbt - 13• Moreover, if x = 
q([0,x t1t). x e R~, is a pure quaternion, axxxa = y, where y = p(i)x. 
An inner product <a, ,a2> s Re(a, xa2) = a, ta2 can be defined on Q. When uai 11 = 
1 • i = 1 ,2, we have <a1 ,i2> = ±cos(y,/2) where y, is the angle of rotation of A1 t A2• 
A1 = p(i1). i = 1 ,2. It can be shown algebraically that for any quaternion h -
and 
A fuller development of these facts can be found in Moran ( 1976), Steenrod 
( 1951), and in a slightly different disguise in Goldstein ( 1950). For notational 
simplicity below we will usually omit the .-.. when referring to quaternions. 
Substituting the representation (5) in the likelihood function (2), we obtain 
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where 
r truvt 
G :I( I 
L t•(U• ® V·) 
. t t t 
1:·(U· ® y.)t t t t 
An alternative form for a0 taa0 is given below (Proposition 4). 
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Bingham (1974) studied the properties of a distribution on the sphere of the 
form c(G)exp(xtGx)dS, x E sP. where G = Gt is symmetric and dS is invariant 
measure on sP. Thus the likelihood function for Ao is proportional to the density of 
a Bingham distribution. In Section 2 we discuss approximations to the distribution 
of -xtGx when x ts a random unit vector with the Bingham distribution and G is 
negative semi-definite. In Section 3, these approximations are combined with 
results of Barndorff-Nielson et al (1982) on group models to yield inferences in 
spherical regressions with K known. These are useful unless K is small, the sample 
size is small, and the points ui are too closely concentrated around a point on the 
sphere. 
Since the sum of two quadratic forms is a quadratic form, the Bingham 
distributions on S4 form a self-conjugate 9-dimensional family of priors. In Section 
4 we will approach spherical regression from a Bayesii:m standpoint, concentrating on 
the question of choosing an appropriate prior for Ao fr<>m this family. 
§2. Approximations related to the Bingham Distribution 
Let c(G)exp(xtGx) be the density relative to invariant measure dS of a Bingham 
distribution on sP, where Gt = G. Since II x 11 2 = 1 on sP we assume without loss of 
generality that G is negative semi-definite with largest eigenvalue exactly equal to 
zero, i.e., t f --r1 ~ --r2 ~ ••• ~ --rp are the eigenvalues of G, then 
In the Appendix tt ts shown that, if Kt is the i th cumulant of -xtGx, then as -r1-+oo, i 
= 1 •••• ,p-1 , 
where Pk(-r) ts a symmetric polynomial of degree kin -r1 -l, ... ,-rp-l -l. In 
particular, defining sk = t 1~i.s>-l-rj-k· 
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Since, limK-+ooPk('t') = 0, asymptotically for large 1:i, i = 1 , ... ,p-1, -2xtGx has the 
same cumulants, (p-1 )2r- l (r-1 )!, as t 2(p-1) and thus approaches t 2(p-1) in 
distribution. Moreover, 
KrK,-r = 2r- 1(p-1)1-r{(r-1)!+2(r!)P1(-r)/(p-1) • 0(-r-2)}I{1+2rP1(1:)/(p-1) 
+ O(-r-2)} 
= 2r-1cp-1)1-rcr-1)!(p-1)1-r{1 + 0(?:-2)} 
Thus (p-1 )(-2x tax)/2,c1 has the same expectation as t 2(p-1 ) and, for r > 1, 
Probability points derived from this approximation are 
Alternatively, if K1 and K2 are expanded through the term containing P3, 
(p-1)112(-2xtGx - 2K1)/(2K2)1 12 + p - 1 has expectation and variance agreeing with 
t 2(p-1) up to and including 0(-r-3) terms, although higher cumulants differ in the 
0(1:- 1) terms. This leads to the approximate probability points 
Either (13) or (14) has the potential for improving on the basic t 2(p-1) 
approximation for -2xtGx for moderate -r j• j = 1. ... ,p-1. Another possibility is to 
use a Pearson curve whose first 4 cumulants match the first 4 cumulants of -2xtGx. 
Table 1 gives, for p = 4 and various values of 't' i, the probability, computed by 
numerical quadrature, of -2xtGx exceeding approximate probability points computed 
from (13) and (14). For most purposes, approximation (13) is adequate for the upper 
5% point when -ri ~ 5. If all the 1:1 ~ 1 0, then (13) is adequate for the upper 1 % 
point and excellent for the upper 5% point. Equation (14) yields slightly more 
accurate probability points. The use of an approximation based on Pearson curves (not 
given here) generally leads to little improvement over (14). 
§3. Small sample inference for Fisher spherical regression. K known 
Consider a sample of Fisher spherical regression data in p dimensions. Define 
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where L and R E SO(p) and A = diag[A1 , .•• ,AP], A1 ~ A2 ?: ... ~ I Ap I, i.e., LAR t is 
the modified singular value decomposition of X. It can be shown (Stephens 1979) 
that the maximum 1 ikel ihood estimator of Ao is 
A= Rlt 
Note that A = L txnR and hence tr A = tAj = tr L t_xnR = trRL txn = trAXn = rso(p)· 
Also 
Now E[v11 = c0(K)A0v1 where, for large K, c0(K) = 1 - (p-1 )/(21<) + O(K-2 ) 
(Watson 1983, eq. 4.4. 7). Hence E[Xnl = c0(t<)SuAo t. where Su = n- 1 uut = 
n- 1 t 1u1u1 t. Consider the modified singular value decomposition 
where Lo, Ro E SO(p) and Ao = diag[A01 , ... ,A0p1. A01 ~ A02 ~ ••• ~ I Aop I - Then Su = 
L0A 0R0tA0• This implies that (a) Ao = R0L0t: (b) the columns 101 of Lo are the 
eigenvectors of Su with eigenvalues Aop and (c) t 1A01 = trA0 = trsu = 1. The Aoi ·s 
and 101 's reflect the configuration of the set {u1 }. If (and only if) the ui 's are 
concentrated close to a plane of dimension k < p but not close to a plane of dimension 
k-1, Ao,1 ~ ..• ~ Ao,k > Ao,k+ 1 = ... = Aop = o. Since L and A can be considered as 
estimators for Lo and Ao, they should also reflect the configuration of {u1 }. 
When the response v1 is transformed to Hvi. H e SO(p), Ao and R are mapped 
into HA0 and HR, respectively, and A and L are unchanged. Thus the spherical 
regression model is a group transformation model (Lehmann 1986), with invariants A 
and L which must therefore be functions of the maximum invariant. 
In the p = 3 case, define i and a0 by A = p(a) and Ao = p(a0). 
Proposition 1: The density of A relative to Haar measure on SO(p) conditional on the 
ancillaries Land A is proportional to exp{nt< tr(AtA0LAL t)}. 
Proof: Since the density of v1 , ••• ,vn relative to (dS)n is proportional to 
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exp{nK tr(AoXn)} this follows from (17) and Theorem 3.1 of Barndorff-Nielsen et al 
(1982). 
proposition 2: Let p = 3 and let li, i = 1,2,3 be the columns of L considered as pure 
unit quaternions. Then 
proof: By eq. (17), 
Now let d = o<o + B a aoxa so that p(d) = Ao t A. Then, by (5) and (6), 
1itAtA01i = 1 - 2o<01it(~0li) • 2(1it~)2 - 211~11 2• 
Proposition 3: The distribution of a, conditional on L and A, is a Bingham 
distribution on s4 with density proportional to 
where 
Proof: This follows directly from Propositions 1 and 2. 
proposition 4: The (unconditional) likelihood of Ao = p(a0) is proportional to 
Proof: By (9), <a,aoxli> = <axli,ao> = <ao,axli> = -<ao,axli> . The result 
follows since since the likelihood of Ao is proportional to (18). 
Proposition 4 provides an alternative representation for a0 tGa0 (see eq. (1 O)): 
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Hence G has eigenvalues rn<trA. rndrA - -r1• trKA - -e2, trKA - -r3 with 
orthonormal eigenvectors a, axt,, ax 12, and ax13, respectively. Similarly, if 0 is 
the 4 by 4 symmetric matrix corresponding the quadratic form in the exponent of 
( 18), then 0 has eigenvalues o, --r1• --e2, and --r3• with corresponding orthonormal 
eigenvectors a0 and a0x1i.i = 1,2,3. 
Now r50c3) = r(A) = tr(AXn) = trA. Hence by Propositions 2 and 3, 
nK{r(A) - r(AoH = -ataa 
Thus. if -ri ~ 5, i = 1 .2.3. we can use the approximations developed in Section 2 to 
approximate the conditional percentiles of 2nK(r(A) - r(A0)). Because of the 
relationship between A and the configuration of {u1}. unless the ui ·s are 
concentrated near a point, at least two of the ~.'s should not be close to o and hence, 
for moderate to large n and K, all of the 't t ·s should be large. 
Example: We reexamine the Gulf of Aden data of Chang (1986). Unfortunately, the 
u·s are not known without error and the errors in the v·s are probably not 
independent and therefore the applicability of the Fisher spherical regression model 
is dubious. However, these data provide a good vehicle for illustrating the 
methodology. Generally, measurements of this sort are considered to have a error on 
the order of 20-30 km. This is consistant with a Fisher distributed error with K = 
1.0xl 05 and we will assume this value for te. In this case A1 = .99328, A2 = .00667, 
and A3 = .00005, indicating a tendency for the u·s to concentrate on a small portion 
of a great circle. Substituting these values into (19), we find 't1 = 1.478x104• 't2 = 
2.185x1 as, and 't3 = 2.200x1 as, all large enough so that no adjustment is needed to 
the simplest :X2(3) approximation to the distribution of 2nKCrso(3) - r(Ao» 
conditional on A and L. Thus {A I A e S0(3), 2nK(r50c3»- r(A)) < :X21 _o<(3)} ts a 
conditional (and hence a fortiori unconditional) 100(1-c<)% confidence region for A0• 
This region for o< = .05 is pictured in Figure 1. 
§4. Bayesian inference for Ao 
It was shown in Section 1 that, when K is known, the 1 tkel ihood function for Ao 
is proportional to a Bingham density on s4 and an explicit form for the quadratic 
form was given in Proposition 4. Hence, when uncertainty about Ao can be specified 
by a prior Bingham distribution on S4, the posterior distribution of Ao will also be 
Bingham. We can then use the techniques developed above to find approximate 1 - o< 
probability regions (regions with prior or posterior probability 1 - o<) that consist 
of rotations with the highest prior or posterior density. If we take as our prior 
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distribution the non-informative invariant distribution on 54 (Bingham with G = 0), 
then 1 - o< confidence regions based on the distribution of rn<(r(A) - r(A0)) found 
above are also posterior 1 - o< probability regions (Stein 1963, Chang & Villegas 
1986). However, our principal interest is in specifying priors that accurately 
reflect actual non-diffuse prior information. We focus in this section on finding a 
Bingham prior for the unknown rotation that is consistant with prior information 
applicable to the Gulf of Aden data set. 
The data are the locations of points at the bottom of the Gui f of Aden which 
are bet ieved to have been coincident approximately 5.37 years ago. Our prior 
information concerns the relationship between the 500 fathom contours on both sides 
of the Gut f. It is bet ieved (Cochran 1981) that the age of the Gui f is approximately 
20 million years. If we assume that the Gulf was formed by a uniform rotation 
with fixed pole and constant rate of rotation then multiplying the angle of rotation 
by 5.37 /20 translates information about the rotation that brings soo fathom 
contours into coincidence into information about the rotation that brings the data 
points into coincidence. 
With respect to the rotation that brings the 500 fathom contours into 
coincidence we have the following information: 
(t) McKenzie et at (1970) fitted the axis of rotation as (26.5°N. 21 .5°E) 
with a rotation angle of 7.6°. 
(ii) Consulting geophysicist A has informed the authors that, based on a 
cursory examination of the coastt ine of the Gut f of Aden. the axis of rotation must 
have latitude between 10°N and 50°N and longitude between 30°W and 40°E, with 
rotation angle of between 5.6° and 6.6° for a pole in the center of the region of this 
region and at most 20° for a pole near the Gulf. Although A has attributed certainty 
to this prior information, we will attempt to produce a prior 95% probability region 
which to some extent satisfies these restrictions. 
(iii) Consulting geophysicist B has informed the authors that. if he were 
fitting the sides of the Gui f, he would attempt to bring the segment between 
( 10. 77°N. 44.38°E) and ( 12.05°N, 50.64°E) on the south side into coincidence with the 
segment between (12. 78°N, 45.22°E) and (14. 73°N. 51.02°E) on the north side. 
Prior distribution I: If A0 = p(a0) is a prior mode, a family of particularly simple 
Bingham priors on S4 consists of distributions with spherical symmetry around a0, 
i.e .• with G = -a'(l 4 - a0a0t). a'~ o. Moreover, R(a0,c2) == {a I at(I4 - aoaot)a ~ c2} 
is a spherical cap in 54 consisting of alt a E s4 such that I a tao I > ./(1-c2). 
Assuming a' ts large enough for the approximations of Section 2 to be applicable, a 
symmetric prior with a' = ;(21 _o<(3)/(2c2) will have R(a0 ,c2) as a prior 1 -o< 
probability region. If a0 is taken to be a rotation of (5.37 /20)x7.6° = 2.04° around 
(26.5°N, 21.5°E) (see (i) above), then the most distant rotation satisfying 10°N ~ 
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latitude~ 50°N. 30°W ~ longitude~ 40°E. rotation angle~ 6° is a rotation of 6° 
around (l 0°N,30°W). The smallest symmetrical cap centered at a0 containing thts 
rotation has c2 = .00189. Thus if we let G = -?r(L, - a0a0t) where ?r = 
7.815/(2* .00189) = 2067 we have a prtor distribution with R(a0 •• oo 189) as prior 
95% probability region. This yields a posterior probabi ltty region which is slightly 
smaller than that pictured tn Ftgure 1. 
Prior distribution II: Prior I fatls to model the dependence of the angle of rotation 
on the location of the pole of rotation. A pole near the vertex of the Gui f requires a 
larger rotation angle to close the Gui f than a distant pole. We introduce rotated 
spherical coodinates such that prior mode A0 = p(a0) is a rotation of \}lo radians 
around a pole at "latitude" e0 = 0 and -1ongttude .. RI0 = o. Suppose we can specify a 
matrix r such that 
ts a region with approximate prtor probability 1 - o<, where 8 = [\}I. e. RJ']t and 8° = 
[\}1°. a. of Using these coordinates. a0 = [cos(\}1°12).sin(\}1°12),0.a]t and a = 
[cos(\jl/2), sin(\jl/2)cosecosRS. sin(\jl/2)cosesinRS, sin(,/2)sine]t. Define 
w = 
2cos(\}1°I2) 0 o 
0 0 1 /sinc,0 /2) 
0 1 /sin(t0I2) o ] ·
Then wa0 = o and. for a near a0• Wa = e - e0 • O(ue - 8°11 2). Thus Eis almost 
equivalent to the region {a I a E s4. atwtrwa ~ 1 }. Hence if G = 
-(;,{21 _o<(3)/2)Wtrw. the Bingham density c(G)exp(a tGa) has a 1-o< probability region 
approximately equivalent to (21 ). 
The authors tried the following approach to convE!rt the information in (i) and 
(ii) into an ellipsoid of the form (21 ). A ellipsoid E in rotated spherical coordinates 
was sought with the fol lowing properties. 
(a) E is centered at (7 .6°, 26.5°N, 21 .5°E). 
(b) the projection of E onto the latttude-longttude plane is the smallest ellipse 
centered at (26.5°N, 21.5°E) contatntng the four potnts (10°N. 30°W), (10°N. 40°E). 
(50°N. 10°w). and (50°N. 40°E). 
(c) E passes through the potnts (5.6°. 30°N, 5°E) and (6.6°. 30°N, 5°E). i.e .• 
permtssible rotations around (30°N. 5°E) are between 5.6° and 6.6°. 
(d) E passes through the point (20°. 12°N. 40°E) on its -upper surface ... i.e .• the 
largest permissible rotation around (12°N, 40°E) is 20°. 
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These conditions were re-expressed in terms of new spherical coordinates obtained by 
rotating the sphere by 180° around an axis midway between (26.5°N, 21.5°~) and the 
.. east pole .. (0°N, 0°E) making (26.5°N, 21.5°E) a new .. east pole... In addition, the 
angles of rotation in (i) and (ti) were multiplied by 5.37 /20. Condition (a) implies 
that e0 = [(5.37 /20)x7.6°, 0° ,0°]t, and r was chosen so that the ellipse defined by 
(21) satisfied the transformed versions of (b) - (d) when angles were expressed in 
radians. Conditions (a) - (d) uniquely specified E. 
The resulting posterior 95% probability region is shown in Figure 2. It is 
dramatically changed from Figure 1. Clearly conditions (a) to (d) are equivalent to 
some rather sharp prior information. Indeed the matrix r has eigenvalues 1.96x1 o5, 
3.66, and .809 with dominant non-normalized eigenvector e1 = [1, -.3662, -.051 o]t 
and hence the region (21) is very close to lying in the plane 
\JI - .36628 - .051 ORI = .0356 = (5.37/20)x7.6°,c1(/180°, 
i.e., \JI is almost completely specified by the location of the pole. Since the angle 
between e1 and the coordinate axis [1. O, o]t associated with \JI is about 20°, a prior 
that is less informative with respect to \}I can be obtained by replacing the dominant 
eigenvalue of r by a smaller number. If it is changed to 1.96,cl 03, for example, the 
region (21) that results has almost the same projection onto the latitude-longitude 
plane as specified in (b) above, but the possible rotation angles around the axis 
(5°N,30°E) are bounded by 6.1 °±1.2° and around the axis (12°N, 40°E) are bounded by 
19.5°±2.3°. The posterior region eliminates al 1 axes west of 24°W but is otherwise 
similar to that shown in Figure 1. 
Let all = a0 + a1 i + a2j + a3k be a unit quaternion corresponding to a prior modal 
rotation and let i be any unit quaternion. Then, because of the group structure of 
unit quaternions, there exists a unit quaternion S = So + 81 such that a= a1J,cf = s0i 0 
+ a0xf1• Thus the rotation p(a) can be represented as p(S) followed by p(a0). If &1 
is ·small·, a can be considered as a perturbation of a0 with perturbation p(S). 
Suppose we can specify a prior l - ex probability region for a of the form 
for some 3 by 3 positive definite matrix H. Defining 
[
-a, -a2 
ao -a3 
a3 ao 
-a2 a1 
l · 
we have M(a0)S 1 = a0x& 1, M(a0)tao = o and M(a0)tM(a0) = 11 a0n 213 = 13• Thus 
M(a 0) ta = &1 , and 81 tH&1 = a tM(a 0)HM(a0) ta. It fol lows that region (22) is 
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equivalent to 
- 13-
Hence, if G e -{J{2 1 _o<(3)/2}M(a0)HM(a0)t and a has Bingham prior distribution with 
density proportional to c(G)exp(a tGa). (22) and (23) specify a prior 1-a probabi 1 ity 
region for a. The problem of specifying H must now be addressed. 
Prior Distribution 111: Returning to the Gulf of Aden example. we take a rotation of 
7.6° around (26.5°N, 21.5°E) to be an a priori modal rotation p(a0). For any rotation 
a. let MSE(a,a0) e ave( np(a)x - p(a0)xn 2) where the average is taken over x varying 
over the southern coast line of the Gulf. Then a plausible criterion to specify what 
it means for a = a0xs to be a ·reasonable· perturbation of a0 is to require MSE(a.a0) 
~ k for a suitably chosen constant k. No~ for any x E sP. since p(a0) preserves 
length. 
np(a)x - p(a0)xn 2 = np(a0){p(S) - l}xn 2 = n{p(S) - l}xn 2 = 2 - 2(p(S)x)tx. 
Using (5), 
Hence 
Thus 
where Sx = m-1L xrxi t. the summation being taken over m approximately equally 
spaced points xi on the southern coast of the Gulf. If the region {a I MSE(a0.a) ~ k} 
has prior probability 1-a. putting H = (4/k){I-Sx). region (22) is a prior 1-o< 
probability region for a and is identical to a prior 1-o< probability region based on 
the Bingham density c(G)exp(atGa) with G = -{J{21 _o<(3)/2}M(a0)HM(a0)t. 
For the southern coast segment specified in (iii), based upon m = 109 digitized 
points on that segment. we compute 
r .sso, -.4782 -. 1286 l sx = -.4782 .4777 -. 1405 
L -.1206 -.1405 .9622 J • 
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The authors chose k so as to place a rotation of 20° around (12°N,40°E) approximately 
on the boundary of {a I MSE(a0,a) ~ k}, and then adjusted all angles by S.37 /20. 
Choosing G to make (23) an approximate prior 95% probabi 1 ity region, the posterior 
95% probability region is quite similar to Figure 1 except that all axes west of 
29°W logitude are eliminated. 
Except for the choice of the best fit prior rotation a0, this prior depends only 
upon the geometry of one side of the Gulf. It would seem appropriate only if a0 does 
in fact provide a reasonable fit of one side of the Gulf with the other with no 
obvious systematic deviations. 
If one can specify three orthonormal vectors ui,i=l ,2,3 and is ablea priori to 
specify maximal permissab le perturbation rotation angles e1, i= 1 ,2,3 about these axes, 
then an alternative method of specifying H is as H = i:1 ~i~3?S'iuiut where ?S'i = 
1 /sin2(ei/2), i= 1.2,3, since any rotation p(S) of \}I about ui with I \}I I < ei will 
satisfy s,tHS1 < 1. The specific rotations around ui are 
1\ i = cos(ei/2) • sin(8tf 2)ui, i = 1, 2. 3. 
If u1, u2, and u3 are orthonormal eigenvectors of Sx, u1 will lie in the center of the 
points {xi}, and u2 will be 90° away from u1 along the great circle that best fits 
{xi}. Thus we see that the approach of using H = (4/k)(I - Sx) is an intellectual 
sibling of the approach used by Stock and Molnar (1983, 1985) to determine 
heuristically an ·uncertainty region· for a fitted rotation. 
Prior distribution IV: The method of determining H in prior Ill can be generalized in 
at least two ways. First, alternative parametrizations of the perturbation p(S) can 
be used, and secondly, the criterion MSE(a,a0) can be replaced by a more general 
measure of discrepancy, say f(a) with a minimum at a0• Thus, for example, consider 
the mapping i: {x I nxn ~ re} c R3 ... s4 considered as the unit quaternions such that 
p(i(x)) = /d(x), where .es(x) = exp(X) E SO(3) is as defined in Section 1 , i.e., i(x) = 
[cos(nxn/2), sin(nxn/2)nxn- 1xtf Then a quaternion near a0 can be parametrized as 
a0xi(x) and f can be expressed as 
where (D2g) is the Hessian of g(x) a f(a0xi(x)). Suppose one can specify a prior 1 -o< 
probability region of the form 
{A I A = p(a}, f(a) ~ c }. 
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Then, using (25), region (26) can be approximated by 
{A I A = p(a), a = a0xi(x), xt(D2g)x < c - f(a0)}. 
As before, letting G = kM(a0)(D2g)M(a0)t the Bingham distribution c(G)exp(atGa) on 
s4 has contours near a0 that approximate those of f. Hence, if k is chosen such that 
the contour {a l-2atGa =. ](.21 -o<(3)} approximates {a I f(a,a0) = c}, then {a l-2atGa ~ 
](.21 _o<(3)} is an approximate prior 1 - o< probability region. 
The discrepancy function f used in Prior Ill was exactly quadratic. A 
non-quadratic function for the Gulf of Aden data is f(a) = (total misfitted area in 
square degrees when p(a) is used to rotate the south setgment given by Geophysicist B 
into the north segment). From numerical values of this function, the authors 
evaluated the location a0 of its minimum and its Hessian D2 f at a0 • The least 
misfitted area occurred for a rotation p(a0) of 11. 79° around a pole at (21.84°N, 
32.13°E). According to Geophysicist A, a rotation of 20° around ( 10°N, 40°E) should 
be close to the edge of a prior 95% pro.bability region. The constant k was adjusted 
to achieve this and a final G determined that took into account the supposed ratio 
5.37 /20 of rotation angles. 
Figure 3 contains a plot of the prior 95% probability region obtained in this 
manner. Since the identity rotation ts close to the region, the region includes a 
large region of permissible axes with small rotation angles. Figure 4 shows a plot 
of the posterior 95% probability region. Comparison with Figure 1 shows that the 
main effect of the prior has been to eliminate a large number of the more western 
axes, but the shape of the confidence region for the eastern axes is little changed. 
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Appendix 
The cumulants of -xtGx 
Let x E sP be a Bingham distributed random vector with density proportional 
to c(G)exp(xtGx) relative to invariant measure dSP(x) on sP, where G is a 
symmetric matrix with eigenvalues C1 .C2, •••• CP. Then the normalizing constant is 
c(G) = {APF(Z)}- 1, where 
F(Z) = f 5exp(xtzx)dSP(x)/ AP, Z = diag[C1 .C2 •••• , Cpl, 
and AP = 211:P121r(p/2) is the total surface measure of sP. Invariant measure dSP(x) 
can be expressed as 
From (A 1) it follows that the moment generating function of -xtGx is 
<J)(s) = E[exp(-sx tax)] = F(( 1 - s)Z)/F(Z) 
and hence the cumulant generating function is 
log(<J)(s)) = Y({l -s)Z) - Y(Z), Y(Z) e log(F(Z)). 
Expanding exp(x tzx) in (A 1) and integrating term by term, F(Z) can be 
expanded in a power series of the form 
where 
is a homogeneous polynomial in {C1 , ••• Cp} of degree k. Expanding (x tzx)k as a 
multinomial in the elements of x and using 
it is readily shown that a generating function for Gk(Z) is 
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If Cq. 1 = ... = Cp = 0 and f = diag[C1 .C2 ••..• Cql• then by (AS) 
Thus the dimension p does not need to be incorporated in the notation. For the first 
few k. Gk can be expressed as 
G,(Z) = a,12. G2(Z) = (a, 2+20'2)/8, G3(Z) = (o, 3-1-6<:11<:12+8O3)/48, 
where ai = trZ1 = Ef /. 
Now let cj = -'t' j < o. j = 1 ••.•• p-1. Cp = 0. Tram;form from x E sP to y = 
[y1 ·····Yp- l 1t E RP- 1, where y j = -r j 1I2x j• j = 1 , ... ,p-1. Define W and u E sP- 1 by 
w = -xtzx = nyn 2• u = w-1I2y. 
Then, since 
d d - {TT - 1I2}d d - 2-1 d t(T)-1I2 w<P- l )/2- l dWdSp- l ( ) x, • . • x p- 1 - l ~js,- 1 -r j y, . .. Yp- 1 - e u , 
exp(xtzx)dsP(x)/AP = 2-1{Ap- 1 / AP}det(T)-1I2)( 
exp(-W)W(p-l >12- 1 (1-wutr-1u)-1I2dWdsP-l (u)/AP_ 1. 
(A6) 
exp(x tzx)dsP(x)/ AP = 2- 1 {AP_ 1, AP}det(T)-1I2)( (A 7) 
{E {(1/2) /kl}exp(-W)W(p-l)/2 •k-·lcutr- 1u)k + o(l-rl-rH 0~k~r-1 k · 
dWdSp-l (u)/ Ap-l 
Performing the integration term by term we obtain 
F(Z) = {AP_ 1 / Ap}det(T)-112 ,c 
{E {( 1 /2) lk'}f{fexp(-W)w<P-1 >12~k- l dW}(utr-1u)kdsP- 1 (u)/ A 0~k~r-1 k · p-1 
• o(l-r 1-rn. 
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where the integral over W runs between o and 1 /(utr-1u). The factor 2-1 disappears 
since [x1 , ... ,xp_ 1,±xpl both map into the same (W.u). As "t j ... oo, j = 1 •... ,p-1. the upper 
limit for W can be replaced by +oo without changing the magnitude of the error term 
and we obtain 
F(Z) = {Ap- l / Ap}det(T)-112 r((p-1 )/2})x 
{t0~k~r-l {(112)k/k!}((p-1 )/2)kf(utr-1u)kdsP-1 (u)/ Ap-l • O("t-r)} 
= r(p/2)TC-112det(T)-112 {Eo~k.~.r-1 (1 /2)kGk(T-1) + O("t-r)}. (AS) 
Taking the logarithm of (AS) we find 
where Pk("t) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree k in "t ( 1 , j = 1 ••.. ,p-1. Hence the 
cumulant generating function is 
Since -log(l-s) = tj~l(j-l)!(si/j!) and (1-s)-k-1 = Ef~1{(j+k-1)!/(k-1)!}(si/j!). 
equation ( 11) follows. Letting Gk = Gk(T-1 ). the first few Pk ·s can be found to be 
P, = G1/2, P2 = (6G2-G, 2)/8 and P3 = (45Gr9G1G2•G, 3)/24. Substituting (AB) with 
sk = O'k = E't j -k we obtain eq. ( 12). 
Integrating u out of (A 7) and again using (A4) we can obtain a direct 
approximation for the density of W = -xtzx 
F(Z)-1 {r(p/2)TC-112}det(T)-112x{Eo~k~r-1 otkg(p-1 )+2k(W) + 0( I "t 1-r)}dW, 
where otk a (1 /2)kGk(T-1) and gj(W) a r(j/2)-1exp(-W)wi12- 1 is the density of 
2-1:,<2(j). Substituting (AS), we have the following approximation for the density of 
w 
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Table 1 
Probability points from (13) Probability points from (14) 
't3 't2 't3 JQi 2Qi lQi 51 u JQi 2QI lQi 51 
5 5 5 .3004 .2033 .1010 .0340 .0000 .2973 .1981 .0948 .0248 
10 10 10 .3008 .2020 .1030 .0532 .0123 .3000 .2006 .1016 .0522 
20 20 20 .2998 .2000 .1002 .0503 .0102 .2996 .1997 .0999 .0501 
50 50 50 .3000 .2000 .1000 .0500 .0100 .2999 .2000 .1000 .0500 
5 5 10 .3033 .2065 .1074 .0522 .0027 .3009 .2024 .1030 .0481 
5 5 20 .3028 .2056 .1068 .0529 .0038 .3006 .2019 .1028 .0494 
5 5 50 .3025 .2053 .1065 .0532 .0042 .3004 .2017 .1027 .0498 
5 10 10 .3030 .2054 .1071 .0560 .0086 .3014 .2026 .1042 .0537 
5 10 20 .3022 .2042 .1057 .0549 .0089 .3008 .2018 .1032 .0530 
5 10 50 .3019 .2038 .1052 .0546 .0090 .3006 .2015 .1029 .0527 
5 20 20 .3016 .2032 .1045 .0540 .0090 .3004 .2012 .1024 .0523 
5 20 50 .3014 .2029 .1041 .0537 .0091 .3003 .2010 .1021 .0521 
5 50 50 .3012 .2026 .1037 .0534 .0092 .3002 .2008 .1019 .0520 
10 10 20 .3002 .2010 .1017 .0519 .0113 .2997 .2000 .1007 .0511 
10 10 50 .3001 .2008 .1014 .0516 .0111 .2997 .1999 .1006 .0509 
10 20 20 .2999 .2004 .1008 .0509 .0107 .2996 .1997 .1002 .0505 
10 20 50 .2999 .2003 .1006 .0507 .0105 .2996 .1998 .1001 .0503 
10 50 50 .2999 .2002 .1005 .0506 .0104 .2997 .1998 .1001 .0503 
20 20 50 .2999 .2000 .1001 .0502 .0101 .2998 .1998 .0999 .0500 
20 50 50 .2999 .2000 .1001 .0501 .0101 .2999 .1999 .1000 .0500 
Probability, computed by numerical quadrature, of -xtGx exceeding 
approximate probability points from eq. (13) and (14), where G = 
diag[0,-'t1 ,-'t2,-'t3] 
Figure Captions 
Figure 1 : 95% confidence region for the unknown rotation, Gulf of ·Aden 3'N and 3'S 
magenetic anomalies, ><=105 (also posterior 95% probability region using a 
noninformative prior). 
Figure 2: Posterior 95% probability region, prior II, ><= 1 as. 
Figure 3: Prior 95% probability region, prior IV (500 fathom coastline fit). 
Figure 4: Posterior 95% probability region, prior IV, ><=1 as. 
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